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Thaw

BY YELLOW GOAT DESIGN

A sliver of light, the slight rustle of the leaves.
A single ray breaks through and the rhythmic “drip, drip,
drip” blends with the cautious first chirp of the coming
spring.
Heralded by a longed-for sun after many frozen dawns,
our Thaw collection is a celebration of the changing of
the seasons and the emergence of growth and renewed
possibilities.
Punctuated by a series of chandeliers in various
stages of “melt,” this collection uses pops of color - a
verdant green, the first glimpse of an azure blue sky along with gold dipped pieces that celebrate the warm
vibrant rays of our most beloved star.

SPRING/SUMMER 2019

floe
This icy mass is both beautiful and dangerous.
Its journey is only ended with the passage of time as
it merges with the ocean to become a single body
of water teeming with aquatic life. Made with printed
acrylic suspended in perfect formation, Floe is a reminder
of the transitory world of nature and the perfection in
brief moments of change.
Materials: Acrylic and Aluminum
Dimensions: 2’ x 4’- 6” x 2’- 2” H

azure

The first piercing blue of a spring sky through wintery
slush is always the sweetest. Azure is in the very moment
of shedding its frozen exterior (in the form of a beautiful
acrylic chandelier) to allow the joy of a blue hue ring in
warmer weather.
Materials: Hand Dyed Acrylic, Aluminum
Dimensions: Ø 4’ x 4’- 6” H

solstice

This delicate design is an ethereal moment in the
changing season, encasing the upper world in one last
sculpture of ice while the earth below shoots upward,
cracking through to welcome the coming spring.
Materials: Acrylic, Aluminum
Dimensions: Ø 1’ x 6’- 6” H

sprouts

A single leaf unfurls and soon the world is fully foliaged
in green and golden hues. Our shy screen responds to
the warmth of the kind sun and offers hints of new
growth through an ingenious paper cut pattern.
Materials: Aluminum (Available in other colors)
Dimensions: 4’ x 8’ each screen

zephyr

The gentlest of winds announce the arrival of spring with
a bountiful harvest of fruit and flowers. Our aluminum
cirrus undulates in a wave pattern, adding the movement and mellowing of a warming west wind.
Materials: Aluminum
Dimensions: 5’- 5” x 5’- 5”

sunshower

The harbinger of rainbows, this golden acrylic chandelier
imagines a meteorological fantasy of fish swimming in
the sun-filled rain. Created by distant winds blowing
raindrops into cloudless skies, a sunshower carries
with it the folk legends of birth and weddings for a
variety of mythological animals. And what is spring
without a wedding?
Materials: Acrylic, Brass, Aluminum
Dimensions: 2’ x 4’- 6” x 2’- 2” H

ray
These perfect points of light send the Sun’s most anticipated news. Our ray screen showcases the pattern
of a vital product, life-giving sunrays, in a bronze, bent
metal formation that makes us want to stretch out and
soak it all in.
Materials: Brass
Dimensions: 4’ x 8’ each screen

ray

stellar

A celestial delight lights up the spring sky as a grouping
of stars string a strand of jewels around the neck
of the waking world. Stellar’s brass rods with pinpoint
LED’s make for a light show you won’t soon forget.
Materials: Brass
Dimensions: Ø 6’ x 2’- 6” H

sol

A perfect sphere of energy is the cause of it all. A burning
core with shooting rods defines this penultimate star in
both size and mythology. The winds may blow and the
rains come but it is only the sun that makes us shed
our layers and reveal the abundance of the Earth once
again.
Materials: Brass
Dimensions: Ø 4’- 6”
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